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BRAUER GROUP OF FIBRATIONS AND SYMMETRIC

PRODUCTS OF CURVES

GEORGES ELENCWAJG

Abstract. Given a holomorphic fibering with fibre P„, we compare the cohomologi-

cal Brauer group of the base to that of the total space. This allows us to prove that

the geometric Brauer group of any symmetric product of a Riemann surface

coincides with the cohomological one.

Grothendieck has introduced [GROT] the notion of a geometric Brauer group.

Given a variety X, this group Br(A') classifies, roughly speaking, P„-bundles over X

modulo those bundles of the form P(E) for some vector bundle E. In this paper we

work in the category of complex manifolds (Grothendieck's setting was, of course,

scheme-theoretic). Given any manifold Z, we put

Br'(Z):= H2(Z,0*)tor!i    (torsion part of H2(Z, 0*)).

The Brauer group Br(Z) can be identified with a subgroup of Br'(Z) and a

fundamental question is: does the equality Br(Z) = Br'(Z) hold?

The aim of this paper is to give a positive answer to this question in the following

cases (Theorems 1 and 2, respectively):

(1) When Z is a P„-bundle over a manifold A'with the property Br(X) = Rx'(X);

(2) When Z is a symmetric product C{n) of a compact Riemann surface.

§1 is devoted to some preliminary material. In §§2 and 3 we prove the two

theorems mentioned above.

It is my pleasant duty to thank A. Fujiki for his judicious comments and the

friendly interest he took in this work.

1. We work in the category of holomorphic manifolds. A Pr_rbundle over the

manifold X is a holomorphic submersion tt: P -» X such that all fibres of m are

isomorphic to Pr v Such a map is automatically a locally trivial fibration with

structure group PGL(r, C).

Hence the set of isomorphism classes of such P^j-bundles, denoted by

Project,^^^), is in natural bijection with Hl(X, PGL(r, 0)). We have an exact

sequence of sheaves of (noncommutative) groups on X,

1 -> Clt -> GL(r, 0X) -> PGL(/% &x) -» 1,X V.»      X) V X)

-
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yielding a map

Hl(X,?GL(r, Qx)) -i H2(X, &*).

In analogous fashion we have an exact sequence (where jnr is the constant sheaf of

rth roots of unity)

1 -» Mr ̂  SL(r, 6\) -» PGL(r, 0j -> 1

yielding a mapJOY

S;

H1(X,POL(r,0x))7n>H2(X,(i^.

The map 8r (resp. er) is to be interpreted as the obstruction for a Pr_j-bundle to be

of the form P(E) for some holomorphic vector bundle E (resp. for some holomor-

phic vector bundle E with holomorphically trivial determinant ArE).

These maps are related by the commutative diagram

H   (Ä,fir)

H2 (Ir)

Hl(X,PGL(r,0)) = Project,.^*')'

"Y^» H2(X &*)\    -    x)

where the vertical map is induced by the inclusion/.: jtir «-* &*. Put Brr(X) :— image

ofS,.
Because of the above diagram, Br^X) is included in the /--torsion part of

H2(X, 0*).

Define Br^)^ Ur6N»Brr(A') and call this the Brauer group of X. (Motivation

for this definition and further information about the results recalled above can be

found in [ELEN].) The Brauer group of X is included in the torsion part Br'(A') =

H2(X, 0*)tors ("cohomological Brauer group") of H2(X, 6X). The principal ques-

tion in this theory is whether Br(X) equals Br'( X).

The following easy remark exhibits a situation where equality holds.

Remark 1. Let/: Z -» X be a holomorphic map between manifolds. Assume the

induced map H2(X, 0x)lors -» H2(Z, 0£)tors is surjective. Then we have the impli-

cation

Bt(X) = Br'(A") => Br(Z) = Br'(Z).

Proof. Suppose a g H2(Z, @*)lors. The surjectivity assumption shows that a is

the image of some ß g H2(X, 0x)lors. If Br(A) = Bt'(X), ß g Brr(*) for some r,

i.e., ß = 8r(Q) for some Q g Project,.^X). Then a = 8r(f*(QX) belongs to Brr(Z).

Q.E.D.
Now we give a condition under which the surjectivity assumption in Remark 1

holds

Remark 2. Let /: Z -> X be a holomorphic map between manifolds. If, for all

r > 1, the natural maps H2(X, ¡ir) -* H2(Z, ¡ir) are surjective, the natural map

H2(X, 0*)tors - H\Z, 0*)lors is also surjective.
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Proof. Let Brr'( A') denote the image of the map H2(jr): H2(X, ¡ir) ■* H2(X, 0*)

induced by the inclusion/: ¡ir •-* 0*. The Kummer exact sequence

yields the exact sequence

//2(A,Mr)"-!'h2{X,0*)^ H2{X,0*),

which proves Brr'(A) = H2(X, 0x)r_tOTS. Consideration of the following commuta-

tive diagram then shows the result:

H\Z,K)     45     Br;(Z)      c     H2(Z,0*\OK

f î Î

//2(X,/0     -     Brr'(A)     c     H2(X,0*)tors.

Let us end this paragraph on a note of caution.

Warning. We always have Brr( X) c Brr'( X). The equality Br( X) = Br'( X) means

U,.Br,.(A) = UrBrr'(A), but does not imply the individual equalities Brr(A) =

Brr'(A).

2. This section is devoted to proving

Theorem 1. Let m: P -> X be a Pn-bundle defined on the complex manifold X.

Denote by [P] the obstruction class [P] = 8n + l(P). Then the map it induces, by lifting

cohomology classes, an isomorphism Br'(P) = Br'( A)/Z.[P].

Proof. We are interested in Br'(P) = H2(P, 0S)tOTS, so we first study the whole

group H2(P, OS).a      y       \    ■•    p >

The natural tool is Leray's spectral sequence

Epq = Hp{X, Ä%*0*) => Hp + «{P, OS).

Since H"(P„, 0) = 0 for q > 1, we deduce

(*) Rqir*0P = 0    for o 3*1.V     > *    P H

Also, Hq(Pn, Z) = 0 if q is odd or if q is even and q > In, so

RqirmZ = 0 if q is odd or if q is even and q > In.

If q is even and q < 2n, the sheaf i?%*Z is a local system of coefficients with stalk

Z. The complex structure of the fibres of m provides us with a canonical positive

generator for each stalk of this local system.

Hence, Rq-nJL is trivial: Rq-nJL = Z.* *

Summing up, we have calculated

f = 0    if q is odd or if q is even and q > In,

(**) Ä%*ZL z   if «7 is even and satisfies O^^s 2«.

The exponential sequence 0 -» Z -* 0,, -» C£ -» 1 on P leads to the long exact

sequence on A:

• • •  -> /?%»0  r* RqiT*OS -% Rq+1irmZ -*. Rq+1ir*0P -»•••.
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This shows, with the help of ( * ), that we have isomorphisms

Rqtr*0* = /?"+V*Z    forçVl.

Obviously, R°ir^0S - 0X, so invoking (**), we get

{ — to*

= Z        for^= 1,3,5,..., In - 1,

= 0 for <7 * 0,1,3,5.2n-l.

We can now use Leray's spectral sequence mentioned at the beginning of the proof.

A moderate knowledge of this technique shows the existence of the exact sequence

\^Hl(X,0x)   ->   Hl{P,0S) ^H°(X,Z) -» H2(X, 0*)

—>   H (P, OS) ~*. H (X,Z).

(The sheaf Z that occurs in H°(X,Z) and Hl(X,Z) stands for Rlir*0S, in accor-

dance with (***).)

The maps H1(it) and H2(it) are to be interpreted as liftings of line bundles and

2-cohomology classes, respectively. The map c gives the relative first Chern class of a

line bundle on P. Since H°(X, Z) = Z (we assume A to be connected), the map d

really chooses an element in H2(X, 0*): it is the obstruction element S„+1(P) of the

P„-bundle P -» A. We have thus shown that H2(ir) induces an injective morphism

Br'(A)/Z.[P]^Br'(P).

We can now finish proving our theorem. Consider a torsion element a g

H2(P, OS). Since Hl(X,Z) has no torsion (this is true for any topological space), we

can write a = H2(ir)ß for some ß G H2(X, 0*).

Claim, ß is a torsion element.

Indeed, the relative canonical bundle uP/x = h"üP/x corresponds to an element

in H\P, 0*) satisfying c(uP/x) = -(n + 1) g H°(X,Z) = Z, so the image of the

map d: H°(X,Z) -> H2( A, 0X) is of (n + l)-torsion. If s is an integer such that

sa = 0, the element sß has zero image under H2(w), so it is in the image of d, and

we have (n + \)sß = 0. Our claim is proved.

We have thus shown that the map H2(X, Ox)tOTS -> H2(P, 0^)tors is surjective,

and this proves Theorem 1.

Corollary. //Br( A) = Br'( A), then Br(P) = Br'(P).

Proof. This follows from Remark 1.

As the referee kindly pointed out to me, this result was proved (in an algebraic

setup) by Gabber in his thesis [GAB].

Generalizations. Obviously the above method of proof works in much more

general situations. The stated version suffices to prove Theorem 2, so we leave it to

the interested reader to formulate adequate generalizations.
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3. In this section we consider a compact Riemann surface or, equivalently, a

smooth complete connected algebraic curve C over the field C. As is well known, the

nth symmetric power Cin) of C is a smooth algebraic manifold. We prove

Theorem 2. For every compact Riemann surface C and any n > 1, the equality

Br(C("))= Br'(C(">) holds.

Proof. Let g denote the genus of C.

First step. We assume n > 2g — 1. Then there is a natural holomorphic map it:

C"" -* Pic„(C) of C{n) onto the piece of the Picard variety of C consisting of line

bundles of degree n (the fibre of it over L is P(T(C, L))). This map it exhibits C{n) as

a P„_,,-bundle over a torus. Since Br = Br' for a torus (cf. [ELEN-NARA]), the

Corollary to Theorem 1 applies, and we have proved Theorem 2 for n > 2g — 1.

Second step. We assume 3 < n < 2g — 2. Choose x0 g C and interpret symmetric

products of C as spaces of effective divisors on C. Then for any integer N > 1, we

have an embedding

Recall   [MAC,   (12.2)]   that   the   corresponding   map   in   cohomology   H2(j):

H2(C{N),Z) -* H2(C(N~l\Z) is an isomorphism for N rs 4.

Starting from the short exact sequence

;-.        exp(2;n-//\)

O^Z^Z      -+      ÍV^L

we get a commutative diagram

H2{C(N),Z) -* H2(CiN\nr)

ÜH2(j) lH2(j,nr)

H2(C("-l),Z)      -* H2(C{"l),pr)^ H3(CiN~l\Z).

Another result of Macdonald [MAC, (12.3)], is that the cohomology groups

H>l(C{,,),Z) are all torsion-free. On the other hand, H2(C{N~l),nr) is a torsion

group, and H2(j) is an isomorphism for N > 4. So the above diagram shows that

the maps

are surjective for N ^ 4.

Hence, the composed map //2(C(2g_1), jur) -» H2(C{"\ fir) is also surjective for

// > 3. Recalling Remarks 2 and 1, we see that Theorem 2 is true for 3 < n < 2g — 2,

since it is true for n = 2g — 1 (by the first step).

Third step. The theorem being obvious for n — 1, the only remaining case is n = 2.

Let y denote the embedding C(2> -» C(3). According to [MAC, (12.2)], we have an

exact sequence of abelian groups

o^//2(c(3,,z)":i/>//2(c(2),z)^^ ^0,

where A is a. free abelian group.
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The sequence is, of course, split (A, being free, is projective!), and since C(2> and

C(3) have equal second Betti numbers [MAC, (4.2)], A — 0 and H2(j) is bijective.

We conclude as in the second step, and we have proved Theorem 2 for all n.
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